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First Family by David Baldacci

FICTION BALDACCI D

Former Secret Service agents turned P.I.s Sean King and Michelle
Maxwell investigate the kidnapping of the First Lady’s niece after a
Camp David birthday party. Baldacci has an uncanny writing ability
to make the implausible seem real, such as a primary protagonist Sam
Quarry, who takes on the U.S. security system from his Alabama
hideout. Baldacci’s expert plotting and knowledge of security
procedures transform a thriller into a top-notch reading experience.

Like the Author?

Like Nation’s Capitol Thrillers?

Want Some Interesting Non-Fiction?

True Blue
by David Baldacci

I, Alex Cross
by James Patterson

Legacy of Ashes: The History of the CIA
by Tim Weiner

Caroline, Cross’s estranged niece, has been
found brutally murdered amidst supporting
herself as a high-priced escort for the Capitol’s elite. His serial killer nemesis, Zeus, is
more connected than was
expected.
FICTION

This award-winning journalist offers an historical tale to chill the bones and an exposé which
will astound readers when they learn about the
founding and transformation of the Central
Intelligence Agency over the last several decades
after WW II.

Ex-cop/ex-con Mace Perry is trying to
rebuild her life after being framed. But
she has more hard knocks along the way
in the form of a homicide case which
mushrooms into a potentially lethal
threat for her.
FICTION
BALDACCI D

Like Stories About G-Men & G-Women?
Knock Out
by Catherine Coulter
FBI agents Savich and Sherlock protect a
7-year-old telepath. The telepath’s uncle
is after the girl and he has nefarious
designs on her.
FICTION
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Like D.C. Mysteries?
Murder Inside the Beltway
Margaret Truman
Escort Rosalie Curzon’s brutal murder takes
on national proportions when presidential
candidate Robert Colgate is implicated as
one of her clients.
MYSTERY
TRUMAN M

Want a Dash of Military Intrigue?
Marine One
by James W. Huston
The President is killed in a Marine One helicopter departed for a Camp David meeting. Lawyer
Mike Nolan, a former Marine helicopter pilot,
investigates to untangle the
FICTION
mystery of the crash.
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